by the Convention,¹ and the proposal became Article XII, Section 244, of the Mississippi Constitution of 1890.

Each of the persons named in the proceeding list was a member of the Franchise Committee who voted in favor of adopting Section 244 of the Mississippi Constitution.

The vote cast by each of these persons in favor of adoption of Section 244 was the particular means by which the design of restricting the negro franchise and establishing and perpetuating white political supremacy and racial segregation in Mississippi was accomplished.

---

**[fol. 857]** ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NUMBER 7 AS TO THE FACTUAL BASIS FOR THE ASSERTION AND ALLEGATIONS MADE IN PARAGRAPH 21 OF THE COMPLAINT THAT DURING THE PERIOD FROM 1899 TO APPROXIMATELY 1952, WHITE POLITICAL SUPREMACY IN MISSISSIPPI WAS MAINTAINED AND PROMOTED BY THREE METHODS AMONG OTHERS: NEGROES WERE NOT ALLOWED TO REGISTER; TO VOTE; LITERATE NEGROES WERE REQUIRED TO INTERPRET SECTIONS OF THE MISSISSIPPI CONSTITUTION; NEGROES WERE EXCLUDED FROM DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY ELECTIONS.

The factual basis for the assertion and allegations made in Paragraph 21 of the Complaint that during the period from 1899 to approximately 1952, white political supremacy in Mississippi was maintained and promoted by three methods among others is as follows:

I. Statements By Negroes Who Were Not Allowed to Register to Vote

Appendix A includes record of the experiences of Negroes who were refused registration in Mississippi counties during the period from 1890 through 1955.

---